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INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN 83-06 - NONCONFORMING MATERIALS
SUPPLIED BY THE TUBE-LINE CORPORATION FACILITIES AT LONG ISLAND CITY,
NEW YOP:: HOUSTON, TEXAS; AND CAROL STREAM, ILLINOIS
In response to the subject Bulletin dated July 22, 1983, we submitted on
November 22, 1983 a status report for Watts Bar and Bellefonte Nuclear
Plants and a final response for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. Enclosed is our

final response for Watts Bar and Bellefonte Nuclear Plants.
If you have any questions, please get in touch with R. H. Shell at FTS
858-2688.
To the best of my knowledge I declare the Rtatements contained herein are
complete and true.
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ENCLOSURE
WATTS BAR AND BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANTS UNITS 1 AND 2

RESPONSE TO IE BULLETIN 83-06
NONCONFORMING MATERIALS SUPPLIED BY TUBE-LINE CORPORATION FACILITIES
AT LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK; HOUSTON, TEXAS; AND CAROL STREAM, ILLINOS
This report is being provided as required by item 4 of the section
entitled "Actions to be Taken by Hol.ders of Operating Licenses or

Construction Permits" in IE Bulletin 83-06. TVA has reviewed the
lists of purchasing and receiving companies given in tables 1 and 2
of IE Bulletin 83-06, and has, at this time, determined that the
on1], Tube-Line (T-L) supplied ASME Code materials installed in any
.cty-related system at either Watts Bar (WBN) or Bellefonte (BLN)
Nuclear Plants were supplied by Capitol Pipe and Steel Products
Company (Capitol), Bala-Cynwyd,

Pennsylvania.

A listing of those

identified materials supplied by Capitol, and the actions taken by TVA
in regard to those materials, are given in TVA's final report to
the NRC on NCR GEN MEB 8301 (see attachment 1).
Other suppliers, who may have supplied T-L manufactured materials to
TVA during the time period involved, have been queried regarding this
issue. These companies are shown in attachment 2. Of the 21
companies listed, only 15 had contract performance during the time
period of concern. All of these 15 companies have responded to TVA's
queries. All, except Capitol Pipe and Steel Productý. Company, have
stated that they have not supplied any of the T-L material in question
..
o either Watts Bar or Bellefonte Nuclear Plants.
Based on this information and the corrective action taken by TVA which
was given in the final report to the NRC on NCR GEN MEB 8301, TVA
considers this matter completed.

ATTACHMENT I

WATTS BAR AND BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANTS UNITS 1 AND 2
QA PROGRAM ON TUBELINE MATERIALS SUPPLIED BY CAPITOL PIPE
WBRD-50-390,391/ 8 3-23,22, AND BLRD-50-438,439/83-27,22
NCR GEN MEB 8301

10 CFR 50.55(e)

FINAL REPORT

Description of Deficiency
Capitol Pipe and Steel Products Company, Bala-Cvnwyd, Pennsylvania, supplied
carbon steel (CS) and stainless steel (SS) flanges and butt welding fittings
manufactured by Tube-Line (T-L), Incorporated, Long Island, New York, and Carol
Stream, Illinois, to TVA during the period February 3, 1982, to January 27,
1983, which Capitol sold as ASME Section III material. However, it has now been
Recent
determined that the material was not manufactured under a QA program.
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material specification for heat treatment.
Safety Implications
Since the T-L material was not manufactured under a QA program, it could not be
assured that the material integrity of the affected components would be
maintained under either normal or design basis accident conditions. The
unanticipated failure of one or more of the affected fittings, in a safety
related system, could, therefore, adversely affect the safety of operations of
the plant.
Introduction
This report covers all of the aspezts of ;his problem from its start through the
present time. It incorporates the results of all testing, audits, evaluations,
and work done by TVA and Capitol to evaluate and resolve this problem.
TVA Notified of T-L Problem(s)
TVA first became aware that a potential problem existed with T-L material
supplied by Capitol through NRC-OIE's Richard DeYoung's January 26, 1983,
letter to TVA's H. G. Parris. Upon receipt of this letter, Engineering
Design (EN DES) personnel contacted Capitol to determine if TVA had received
any defective material. On February 17, 1981, Capitol afvised that TVA had
received one heat of material which did not meet ASME Section III
requirements. Capitol had instructed the receiving site to return the
material for replacement and, so far as they knew, TVA had no more defective
material. In mid-March 1981, TVA rsceived NRC Information Notice No. 83-07.
Upon receipt of Information Notice 86-07, TVA again contacted Capitol and was

Informed that on March 16 and March 17, 1983, Capitol had been at T-L's Long
Island facility. On March 21, 183, Capitol furnished a preliminary list of
T-L manufactured carbon steel (CS) fittings and flanges which were not made
to ASME Section III requirements as required by TVA's contract with Capitol.
On March 22, 1983, TVA prepared this generic nonconformance report on tee T-L

problem. On May 9, 1983, TVA received T-L's 10 CFR 21 notification letter of
deficiencies in welded with filler metal stainless steel (SS) fittings
furnished by T-L's Carol Stream facility (see Appendix B). In a meeting
among Capitol, T-L, and TVA personnel on June 13, 1983, it was determined
that the welded without filler metal SS fittings manufactured by T-L were
also not ir compliance with ASME Section III requirements. This gives a
basic chronological history of TVA's notification of the various portions of
the T-L problem.
The first steps taken by TVA to resolve this problem were to get definitions
of the scope of each portion of the problem (CS and SS) by meeting with the
affected T-L offices and Capitol personnel each time TVA was made aware of a
new portion of the problem. In every case, TVA was 3upplied with lists of
questionable material hy either Capitol or T-L (which were verified by TVA
personnel). Once TVA received NRC IE Bulletin No. 83-06, in late July, 1983,
we became aware of the other suppliers who potentially had supplied T-L
material to TVA. Letters have been sent to each of those other suppliers who
had contracts with TVA during the period involved in IEB 83-06 (February 1982
through February 1983 fnr CS, and June 5, 1981 through February 1983 for
SS). To date, TVA has not been notified by any of those contractors that
they furnished T-L material to Bellefonte (BLN) or Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
(WBN) for use in a safety-related piping system.
It is TVA's feeling that the root cause of this problem was a practice on T
L's part to read and interpret ASME B&PV Code Sections II and III in a very
loose manner, such that, they felt that their actions allowed them to
represent their material as meeting ASME Section III requirements. TVA's
action to prevent the recurrence of this problem will consist of: (1)not
accepting T-L as an acceptable manufacturer of CS and SS welded fittings and
flanges, (2)evaluating our requirements for certified mill test reports
(CMTRs) to ascertain what steps can "3 taken to prevent this problem from
happening again, (3) evaluating the need for 6nd frequency of auditing
contractor's subtier suppliers, (4) and increasing our normal audit frequency
of suppliers/ manufacturers with ASME Quality Systems Certificates (QSC) to
be more in line with our standard audit frequency.
Corrective Action
Detailed Evaluation of T-L Problem
In the evaluation of the T-L problem, TVA has utilized the definitions of
"safety-related" systems which are contained in section 3.2 of both the WEN
and BLN FSAR's which are in accordance with 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A,
Sections III.(c)(1), III.(c)(2), and III.(c)(3). The search for fittings
in safety-related systems was limited to TVA classes A, B, C, and D piping
system at WBN and TVA Classes III 1, III IS, III 2, ITI 2S, III 3, and III
33 piping .,ystems at BLN.

Watts Bar Carbon Steel Discussion
When TVA received the lists of material which could he a problem from Capitol
(see Appendix A for letters from Capitol to TVA dated (April 15, and
September 15, 1983) an evaluation was made of the best approach to take in
order to resolve this problem with the least impact on TVA's fuel load date
and construction schedule at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Subsequently, it was
decided to prepare r. Program Plan which would delineate the steps TVA
intended to take in order to leave as many T-L fittings, that were installed,
in place ts possible. This Progrem Plan was prepared utilizing the
information available to TVA at the time of its preparation which was in
April 1983. It was decided to utilize the Code-Of-Record for inst4llation as
a basis for qualification of these fittings. The Program Plan is included in
Appendix A to this report. Since, it has previously been submitted, it is
It did serve as a basis, for all work
not discussed in great detail here.
done, to attempt to prove "post facto" that the carbon steel (CS) fittings
supplied by T-L were ASME Code ewuivalent and acceptable to remain in the
system in which they were installed.
As a part of the work done by TVA to meet the requirements oa this Program
Plan, many fittings were tested for both chemical and physical properties as
required by Section III of the Program Plan. The results of the tests made
by both Spectrum Laboratories, a subcontractor to Capitol, and by TVA's own
Singleton Material Laboratories (SME) are contained in Appendix A to this
rerort. The results of these tests showed that most of the fittings were
acceptable and did comply at least with ASTM specifications in a manner which
would allow them to be certified to ASTM criteria.
TVA obtained both the base material CMTRs and the T-L CMTRs and, along with
Capitol's QA personnel, evaluated them. A direct comparison of these CMTRs
for Awaji, the base material manufacturer, showed discrepancies between the
CWTRs supplied Awaji and T-L. The results of this comparison are also
contained in Appendix A to this report. A study of the results of Zhis
comparison led to the determination that there is no reasonable guarantee
that the material supplied was really the material represented by the CMTRs
Therefore, TVA was of the opinion that, as a
supplied with the material.
result of the work done under this Program Plan, this material could not
Additional hackup for this
readily be certified as ASE Code equivalent.
position is contained in the TVA audit report No. 83V62 prepared by the TVA
auditor who participated in the audits of Nippon-Benkan (Benkan), Fuji
Acetelyne Tndustries, and Awaji in Japan during the period of July 19,
This report is also contained in Appendix A. From this
through 27, 1983.
report, it can he readily determined that the Awaji fictory does not have an
acceptable quality assurance program to allow "post facto" determination that
the material is ASME Code equivalent.
As a result of all of the above efforts, TVA made the determination that any
carbon steel fitting installed in a high pressure piping system (design
presst'-e greater than 150 lb/inta), which was safety-related and which could
not be isolated from other portions of the system, should be removed and

replaoed with material which definitely met ASME Section III nriteria.
Therefore, TVA removed 48 carbon steel fittings from the steam generator
blowdown system at Watts Bar which were in safety-related portions of the
piping system. TVA also determined that fittings of this type are acceptable
without fuarther testing for use in a non-safety low pressure (150 lb/ia'a
design pressure or less) system. Therefore, any fittings meeting this
criteria were allowed to remain installed at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
As oan be seen from the above statements, "MA's endeavors were dedicated
solely to Justifying (where possible) any fittings which were installed. Any
fittings which were not installed at the start of this effort were placed in
the warehouse on QA hold and were not allowed to be issued for inzitallatinn.
All T-L fittings which were removed or which were never installed have been
returned to Capitol for credit and have been replaced with fittings fully
complying with ASME Section III criteria.
In addition to the CS fittings and flanges discussed above, it ias determined
that six 18-inch slip-on CS flanges had been supplied by Capitol to Metal
Bellows Corporation (NBC) who had supplied TVA with ASME Section III
expansion Joints for use in the component cooling water system (CCW). These
expansion Joints were removed trom service and returned to MBC. MBC removed
the T-L flanges from the expansion Joints and replaced them with flanges
fully meeting ASM Section III criteria. MBC also provided the necessary
documectation to reflect the work done to remove the T-L flanges and replace
them with acceptable flanges. The oxpansion Joints were then returned to WEN
where they were reinstalled in the CCW system.
Watts Bar Stainless Steel Program Work
As previously stated, TVA received a Part 21 notification from T-L regarding
certain stainless steel fittings which were supplied welded with filler
metal without the necessary NPT stamp being applied to them, and without
having the necessary ASME qualty assurance program for manufacture, etc., as
required to meet ASH! Section Iii criteria. These fittings are listeO on
Table VBN 83-1 WW, contained in Aprendix B to this report. When these
fittings were identified, TVA was in the process of preparing to perform the
audit mentioned previously in the carbon steel discussion. Therefore, it was
decidad to include the two manufacturers who had supplied stainless steel
material to TVA in the audit. Just before the audit date, it was learned
that there was also a problem with welded without filler metal fittings (this
problem will be dealt with in more detail later in this report). Therefore,
it was decided to audit both the welded with and without filler metal fitting
suppliers who had manufactured the fittings for T-L. The results of the
audits performed on the stainless steel suppliers is contained in Appendix A
to this report. As can be seen from the audit report, the fittings
manufactured by Fuji did not have any sort of ASME QA program applied to them
during the manufacturing process to meet ASME Section III criteria. However,
any fittings manufacured by Benkan did have portions of an ASME Section TII
program applied to them d'tring manufacture. Therefore, TVA concluded that
any fittings manufactured by Benkan could be readily qualified by showing
that the matetial supplied was the same material as represented by the
certified material test reports to show "post facto" ASME code equivalence.

TVA was able to deter-mine that the only affected stainless steel fittings
installed were in the essential raw cooling water system (ERCW) which is a
relatively low pressure (150 lW/in a design) system. Therefore, TVA
undertook the various portions of the testing necessary to comply with the
Stainless Steel Program Plan. This plan was prepared to give guidance and
direction to any work which was done to try to qualify any installed
fittings. Although previously submitted, this Program Plan is included
herewith in Appendix B to this report.
TVA has performed all the necessary testing, both laboratory and field tests,
to comply with the SS Program Plan. The tests pefc~rmed in the laboratory
were done by SME Laboratories and the results are contained in the test
report in Appendix B to 'his report. The work done by SME Laboratories was
done in accordance with tne criteria contained in the test report. SME
tested for the product analysis utilizing either standard laboratory chemical
They performed
results or the X-ray spectrometer mentioned in their report.
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In order to "post facto" qualify these fittings, it was determined that it
would be necessary to hydrotest these fittings to a pressure much greater
than would normally be expected for them to operate under as described in the
SS PrDgram Plan. These hydrotests were perfnrmed and the results of these
tests are contained in Appendix 8 to this report. The necessary radiography
was alio performed and has been veviewed by the TVA site ANI.
As requested by the NRC, TVA has performed an inplace anaiysis, utilizing the
sensitivity of the equipment which TVA had available, to determine that the
fittings which were installed were indeed thoie represented by the CMTRs
supplied with the fittings. The results of these tests are also included in
the previously referenced SME test results in Appendix B. The item numters
shown in the SME test results are the same numbers making up the permanent
The list of numbers marked on
marking on the fittings which are installed.
sheets marked WBNP NCR
the
on
R
Appendix
in
contained
is
fittings
these
4866, RI, which cross-references all pertinent data for these fittings in one
place. These fittings are permanently marked and have been indicated on weld
history sheets and other documentation necessary to be a permanent part of
the plant record throughout the life of the plant. TVA feels that all of the
fittings which are installed are acceptable and have been proven to be ASME
code equivalent with the exception of NPT stamping and third party inspection
during manufacture. Therefore, TVA intends to leave these fittings installed
in the ERCW system at WBN and will take the steps defined in number IV of the
SS Program Plan. This step will allow the "N" stamping of all portions of
the ERCW system at W8N. Any fittings which were not installed have been
returned to Capitol for credit and have been replaced by fittings fully
complying with ASME Section III criteria.
Regarding the fittings supplied by T-L which were welded without filler
metal, these'fittings were not identified to TVA untii the previously
mentioned June 13, 1,13, meeting with T-L and Capitol. These fittings are

listed on Table WBN S3-1 WO, contained in Appendix B to this report. All of
these fittings were made by Benkan.
As referenced in the welded with riller
metal discussion above, Benkan did manufacture their fittings to a QA -.
program. Our audit results, contained in Appendix A, state that Benkan's QA
program was basically ASME Section III equivalent. Therefore, TVA took the
position that the only action necessary, to allow these fittings to remain
installed, was to prove that the fittirgs themselves were the fittings which
the CMTRs supplied with them representad.
This was done by perfc 'ming
laboratory and inplace testing of the fittings utilizing the equipment
described in the SHE test report in Appendix B to this report.
Results of
these tests showed that the fittings were indeed as represented by the CMTRs
supplied with them. Therefore, TVA had decided to leave them installed in
the ERCW system at WBN.
Further information on the disposition and the work
done on these fittings is contained in the disposition of TVA NCR WBN 4727RO
and 4866RI which are in Appendix A of this report.
The system in which these
fittings are installed is listed in Appendix B on the list headed WBNP NCR
4727, R1. Any fittings which were not installed have been returned to
Capitol for credit, arid have been replaced with fittings fully complying with
ASME Section III criteria.
Relefonte Nuclear Plant Carbon Steel Program retails
The fittings which were supplied to Bellefonte Nuclear Plant are listed in
Table BLN CS-1 contained in Appendix C to this report.
These fittings have
been identified to Bellefonte Nuclear Plant personnel who have utilized weld
history maps, material lists, and other "ocuments to ascertain what safety
system they may be installed in.
As a result of the audits performed by TVA
and Capitol, which are documented in the previously referenced audit report
contained in Appendix A to this report, the decision was made that, since
Bellefonte's Code-Of-Record for installation was a much later edition than
that for Watts Bar and had much more stringent requirements for quality
assurance documentation on material supplied, TVA should remove all carbon
steel fittings and flanges installed in safety-related systems at Bellefonte
Nuclear Plant. In addition, it was decided that, due to the high number of
failures of the flanges tested as a portion of the Watts Bar Program Plan,
any flanges installed in any system at Bellefonte shoulu also he removed.
The requirement that this be done is documented in a memorandum from R. M.
Hodges, Design Project Manager for Bellefonte Project to L. S. Cox, Project
Manager of Dellefonte Nuclear Plant CONST, which is contained in Appendix C
to this report. Dellefonte is now in the process of removing the fittings
from these systems. The removed and non-installed fittings will be returned
to Capitol for credit and will be replaced with fittings fully complying with
ASME Section III criteria. Therefore, there will not be any T-L fittings
left in a safety system at Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. All work will be
conpleted for Rellefonte by December 1, 1984.

APPENDIX A TO FINAL REPORT ON NlCR GENMEB8301
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BM C3-1, Revision 0

Tube-Line (T-L) Carbon Steel Fittings and Flanges Shipped to
WBN by Capitol Pipe and Steel Products
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Cispasition to TVA NCR VSK 4727.
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Our Order 4$2376A2
Tubd Line # D-27782-003
Ita& 1 - I pC. 24" Std. SR 90 Degree
5a24 WI heat code #1fmT

AL60Y
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*
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ANNIVERSAR Y
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Page)3
Your Order 80LA3-825673 IU-821620
Our Order 0I1473A
Tube Line * D-26271-O0N
1Itm" - 50 pce. 1/2" S/SO Cap
SA2M WIr beat code 0#m0T
Your Order 801A3-62S673 1D-839346
Our Order CGs2021A2
Tube Line # D-26270-00N
Item I - 3 pci. 2 1/2" Std. Cap
L"234 WI beat code OEIM
Item 5 - 4 pea. 20" Std. Cap
SA234 VIN beat code #ZI3G
M0-631656
Your Order SOW3-825673
Our Order G31796AI
Tube Line # D-26270-O011
Kern 3 - 50 poi. 2 1/2" Std. Tie
IA234 WIP beat code hWUFA
M0-631689
Your Order 60134-825673
Our Order 031822A1
Tube Line 0 D-26270-00N
sec.
Item 1 - 14 pea. '12" X 6" Std.
SA13M WI heat code Z1WlK

led.

Your Order 801A3-825673 3D-631676
Our Order C31722AI
Tube Line # D-26270-001
Itme 13 - 4 pci. 3" X 2" Std. lad. Tee
8A234 WIF beat code TlYAC
Your Order 801A3-825673 10-631660
Our Order 031662A4
Tube Lin. * D026270-OON
Itom 19 - I pr. 34 300# hU Orifice
3A105 heat code *CUE

Abl@Y

MAATUIALJ

PPING

POWER

e

REFINING

FPON

9

NON

TMPIA^ATUm

PETROCHEMICAL

ANO o

*

0W

|gdAPgATUml

APPLICATIONS

SHIPIUILOING s CRYOGENIC

9O

-

9

PRODUCTS CO.
PIPE A STEEL
emmiiI
e
a Swung
smm

gI

•CIT

25th SILVER
ANNIVERSAR N

* TI 0.d$ge

LInE AVINUG * ARlA COO@i 31

MALhACYYO. P•MWENVLVANIA

100M4

April IS, 1983
Page 5
Tour Order SO13-825673 ID-833 ?375
Our Order G12377A2
Tube Lise IFD-27782-001
Ite= 3 - 31 ea. 4" 5/160 Li 90
A1234 VIPs beat code #tZIL
Item 5 - 10 pea. 4" 5/160 Tee
WA134 WI beat code #tAYT
Item 6 - 10 pce. 2" 3/160 Cap
SA234 WI beat -ide #tM
Itm 7 - 18 Pee. 6" X 4" S/160 Cone. Red.
8A234 WI heat code DWN
Iten 8 - 10 pea. 4" Ug SR 90
WIF beat code .WLD
S2AL
lad. Tee
Item 10 - 10 pee. 6" 1 6" X 4"
SA234 VWI heat code UYADLO
Item 11 - 8 pCe. 2" 11 Cap
A134 WIN beat code #ZYJG
I tem 12 - a pcs. 4" iU Cap
8A234 WPI beat code IZZIC
It=e 13 - 10 pea. 6" UK Cap
l2364 VIs heat coJe #90
one. Red.
Item 14 - 10 pCs. 8" 1 4" ZE C
IPs beat code ftITI
U1234
Your Order 801A3-42!673 ID-639M3
Our OTder QW2641A3
Tube Line 0 D-30238-OON
Item I - 135 pee. 4" I Li 90
beat code tnLQ
SA234 WIP
Item 2 - 84 pce. 6" IM Li 90
SA234 WI? heat code #tZLI
Item 3 - 123 pce. 4" UM 45"
SA2VA VIs heat code #3X01, KYRI
Item 4 - 34 pc.. 6" Ml 45e 4
SA234 WIPS heat code #ESMG

ItemS5$A234 WP

ALLOV

heat code *3UI

MATIMIALS2

PIPING

POWER

10 pea. 6" 1 4" DI Cooc. Ind.

*

REFINING

HIGHTINMATUNi
NON

PO

*

'-•

• .

PETROCH.EMICAL

ANO
*

LOW

TUIMPISATUNI

SHIPSUILOING.*

APPLICATiO0t4

CRMrOGENIC

0

?,¶CL at

CO.
PRODUCTS
ITI[L
PON AOdomi
a 04m1OW1
41&10'
=%*TV uNe aviewu

•O

9-43010
0 ARhA M00 216 *
PUYVMIA ISM
,LwINyo.

25th SILVER
ANNIVERSARY

Paoet~
Your Order 0013-4•25673 ID-6391A3
Owr Order W2641A3
Tumbe Lie # D-30238--oo
Iteme9 - 10 pea. 2" 5/160 LI 90 Dog.
beat code 0=CCc
5A234 VP
90
Item 1. - 20 pea. 4" M I1
5i4 inPS beat code UGT
Kte 14 - 25 pee. 4" = Too
SM UPS beat code OIZIC
Itnm IS - 10 pea. 4" 1 2" led. Tee
8A234 UP2 beat code un/
Tour Order 0043-625673 1D-839447
Our Order OW265SA3
Tube Lime 0 D-30236-00N
Item 3 - 12 pea. 4" U Lt 90
a #7W
SA234 VF1 heat code
Item 4 - 12 pea. 4" X1 430
5234 UP
beat code MZZOP, MTNI
Deer Sir:
Thi. letter is being sent to advise you of a problem with material sup
plied to your company againt, above referenced order. After careful investi
gatino by Capitol Pipe the following has b ea determined.
Material menu
featured by Tube-Line Corporation, Long island City, New York vwa not menu
featured in compliance with the provisteoe of XCA3600 or 10 CYR Part SO
*pPoudia 3, it wae manufactured to AM• etaidarda only.
ft are aeskig your help in 'Weati8g these materials reference" above and
if peseible for the return of these materiale.
In em attempt to rectify this
problem Cat-itel Pipe hbe implemeeted the following:
1.

s eae attempting to establieh trecibility of materials frou starting
material to the finished producet.

2.

& have asked TUbe-LimA to pull from their stock all heat codes which
they have supplied to ue so that we can verify that chemical and
phyesial properties are correct. This will be accomplished by per
forming abahk manlysise
d physical teesing as required by the 1tet
rial opme n aemples from them seata.

Ai.tJv
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would be
an to the seriousness of this matter your prompt response
feel
information
additional
any
require
Should you
greatly appreciated.
free to contact s.
follow-up to the information that Was
This letter is written s
previously wxw 4d.
Sincerely.

Sue MacC&rt
Supervisor, Quality Assurance
-
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September 16,

1983

Teome@see Valley Authority
Contract Engineering Group

Div. of E8gineering Design
400 Vest $omit ill Drive
W70158
anomville. Teantosee 37902
Attention:

Earl L. Daugherty
Settion Supervisor

Mference:

Additional Tube Line Material Supplied to TVA

Dear Earl.
44, 1983 concerning
This will confiru our csebcoe of Septeber not
bees previously
additional macerials supplied to TVA which had
identified:
Naucleer
1)

3D 609113
QI2076A2
16" 1 141 Std. Md. Tee 8A234 W5P
1 pc.
I
heat code YM

2)

RD 839379
052404A2
6 pcs. 16" 300# 1RW Std. SA10S
best code UGZ

3)

RD 839375
032377A2
$ pr. 4" 300# RIWN Orifice Std. SA1OS
beat code CFO

4)

Watts gar
P.O. 82PK6-332817
G1•2144A2 (non-contract)
4 pcs. 1/2" 150# 1? Thd FIg. SAIO5
beat code DIR

AlLI.OV

P04IN WMAIRAIAL.

POWER

e

RIFIN.IG

PON

9

MOG

TSMPIPATUNI

PETROCHEMICAL

&N0 LOW

TIMPIRATURI

0 SHIPSUILOING

-

APPLICATIOI40

CRVYOGENIC

IA,

STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.
PIPE &
Sa-eiwyI of OOWLINg cJWWSI46
381 gIrT

cOo t15
.INI AVINUI * &ARIA

-.6300
&TI
*
e'
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Page 2

3) P.O. 82f16-327922-2 Watts Bar
I pc. 6" S/40 Tee SA234 WIPB
heat code EUFI
Comiercial (ASTM only)
RD 83944
1) Gm2571B2
S1 90 A234 WIP
Std.
6"
2 pce.
heat code EVJG
24." Std. Tee SA234 WIP
4 pce,
beat code E1TB
1D 609171
2) GW2738A3
3" X1 Cone. Red. A234 WPB
1
4"
6 pce.
heat code EZTJ
17 pce. 4" 3M Tee A234 WIP
beat code EXAA
4" IM Tee A234 WPB
I pC.
heat code T.YCC
Sequoyah orders th.I
Also have sore comaercial items an several
referenced on paper
required C of Cie only, there were no heat codes
wor.k
letter I gent to TVA concerning
inclosed please find ' copy of the you
have any questions let 11
Should
supplied.
Tube Lin material
khnov.
Regards.

Sue KacCart
Supervisor, Quality Autirance

$H:lud
Enclosure

A&LOY
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PROGRAM "Oa RSOLUTION
OF TN! CAR3OW STIL PORTION OF TRX
PROV•L4
G AND FLAN
TU LNV nTTIfINO
AT
WATTS lAR NIUCLUAR PLANT

1.

Capitol Pipe and Steel Products Company will audit two (3ut not less
than 10 percent) of the 14 manufacturers who made the fittings and
flange bloonks for Tubeline (T-L), which were audited post facto by T
L. The purpose of these audits is to independently verity the
results of the T-L audits. The scope of these audits is to verify
compliance with the requirements of ASHE S&AP Code, Section 1II, 1971
edition, Sumer 1973 Addenda, subarticle N5-2600. In particular, the
auditors shall look at the manufacturer's documentation program,
their calibration proeedurs, test coupon preparation control, and
shall establish that no weld repair me performed and that no NDE wa
required do that the criteria of paragraphs I through 3 of Code Case
3-242-1 mn be met by TVA.
The audits shall be performed with checklists which will serve to
verify that esa ot the foreign manufacturere have good material
control practices to ensure that heat traceability can be maintained
during all faeets af the mnufaeturinp process, and that these
practices were in efteot at the time the material in question Was
The procedures ror orating of the fittings and flange
mafnaotured.
blanks and marking of heat numbers on the crates which are shipped to
To4 will be reviewed and approved (during the audit), and the
manufacturer's capability of implementing these procedures thoroughly

avaluated.

Capitol's November, 1982 audit of T-4 will be used'as the basis for
wweptanoe of T-L's QA program for their portien of the manufacturing
of these fittings or flamges.
The name(s) of Capitol's auditor(s) and their qualifications shall be
submitted to TVA for review and approal prior to performing the
audits. TVrA my whoose to accompany Capitol on these audits.
Capitol will notify TIA when these audits are scheduled and again
when t%*y are completed, so that TVA can participate, if desired, and
review the results when they are available.
If the audits do not result in approval of T-L's vendor
qualitication, all material supplied by Capitol from T-L shall be
suspect. Additional audits may hoave to be scheduled and performed
wi•le the auditor(s) are overseas to permit acceptance of T-!.':
qualification of vendors.

Ul.

must be made to
All steel manufactured for these fittings or flanges
for
Requirements
the requirements of TWA's Attachment FS (Special
paragraph
third
the
that
except
Steel Produced in a Foreign Country)
of the attac. aent does not apply.
problem a
T-L shall transmit to TVA, for each heat Involved in this
material
base
the
by
issued
test report
copy of the original sill
manufacturer from which each of the fittings or flanges were
KTR's
manufactured; and in addition, T-L shall furnish any other
already
has
(T-L
heats
which are applicable to each of these
All original mill test
furnished their own CITR's for these Items).
These reports
reports shall be on company letterhead, or e-uivalent.
in
performed
test(s)
shall be the basis for acceptance of the
below.
accordance with section III

!.

IT.

approved
TVA will either perform, or have T-L cerform at a laboratory
form
product
per
size,
per
by TVA, a product analysis an one item
a
of
item
an
If
heat.
per
(ell, tee, reducer, flanges etc.),
to
given product type, size, and heat number which Is tested fails
within
chemistry
original
the
for
analysis
product
fully meet the
and
AMTh tolerances, two more item of the sae product type, size,
are
tests
third
and
second
heat number shall be tested. If the
acceptable, then that product type, size, and heat number Is
For material which
considered to met the requirements of the Code.
with the sam heat
available
is installed and no Identical prodict is
all elements
for
analysis
product
number, TVA will do an in-place
test to
hardness
a
do
will
and
equipment
test
TVA's
by
determinable
which a
for
items
those
For
determine approximate tensile strengths.
analysis
product
full
a
available,
is
flange
or
woniastalled fitting
tests
and hardness test will be done. Acceptance criteria for these
chemical
or
physical
Any
will be to the appropriate *5Th standards.
testing required by the material specification which was not
documented by the mills or T-L will b6 done by TVA or T-L during this
proMram.
On the basis of suceansfull ocmpletion of sections I through III
above, TVA will thee perform the certification required by paragraph
Certification by TVA to Code Case N-242-1
4 of Code Case U-242-1.
does not change our licensing comitment nor does It impact WBN's

not
1. Al. steel manufactured to Japanese Industrial Standards (JLS) is
steel
JI3
which
for
flanges
or
ao eptable at this time. Any fittings
is the base must be nonconformed by TVA until the JIS material
Noncompliance with the
&-",cification can be evaluated by TVA.
appropriate A3ST standard will be basis for rejection. Rejected
material shall be replaced with material manufactured by a
manufacturer acceptable to TVA.
11.

All fittings or flanges meeting 11 above are acceptable for use in

AM3 331.1 systems.

il.

lU?,

Any fittin4s or flanges whioh cannot met I through VI above for ASM
clasm 2 or I system will be out out and replaced-if
Seotion I
All
installed-or simply replaced if they have not been installed.
a
by
manufactured
be
aust
flanges
or
replacement fittings
mnufacturer approve by TWA.
Tubeline supplied material is not acceptable for TVA use at Watts Bar
luclear Plant until their QA program is revised to correct vendor
qualification and traceability procedures to meet the ASt Section
MU code.

Prepared By:

Approved By:

363112.09
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VALLEY AUTIOEITY

SPE•CAL R•QUI•E•DEITS FOR STEEL PRODUCED IN1 A FOREIGN COUNTRY
Material meeting the requirements of the specified ASTi4/ASHE specifications
location
my be produced by steel sills in foreign countries and their
ios et restricted by the AATNIAS1E specifications.
of this
Foreimn-produced steel is acceptable for meeting the requtraments
specifications
ASTM/ASNE
to
specification provided the steel is produced
to foreign
by aestablished end reputable steel mill. Steel produced
properties
mechanical
and
chemical
overlapping
of
standards which by virtue
specification
ASTH/SMIZ
the
to
"similar"
or
"identical"
be
to
is conaidered
to surface
sd grade, shall not be supplied. Other requirements applicable
satisfied.
be
shall
veldability
required,
vhen
eemnitions, cleanliness, and
To ensure that foreign-produced stoel meets the ASTM/AS•Z specifications,
of steel,
the Cootrsctor shall provide, at its cost and for each heat
domestic
a
by
performed
tests
tension
and
results of product analyses
and tests
analyses
Such
TVA.
by
approved
laboratory
comercial
independent
vaives
he
unless
Inspector
TVA
are to be conducted in the presence of a
technically
the right to be present. The Contractor shall be responsible
and
analyses
product
the
of
audits
assurance
quality
for
ad financially
test
mill
certified
the
tension tests. These results shall be attached to
test
mill
certified
The
reports submit%.od by the material manufacturer.
tests shall
reports and the results of the product analyses and tension
analyses
product
Subsequent
delivery.
at
material
the
vith
be subsitted
by TVA
performed
be
say
sad tension tests for the purpose of verification
material
all
and
any
of
rejection
for
basis
at its cost, and shall ac a
of
if the results prove to be significantly different than the results
the
of
the supplier furnished product analyses, or if the requirements
specification have not been net.
to verify
The Contractor shall perform sufficient dimensional checks
ANSI B16.9
pipe,
for
530
A
ASTK
in
tabulated
tolerances
the
eompliance with
sheet
for
568
A
ASTH
and 116.11 for fittings, ANSI 316.5 for flanges, and
checks
dimensional
inspection
steel. TVA my perform subsequent receiving
results
the
if
rejection
for
basis
a
be
may
at its cost. These inspections
the
of
show that !he aateaial supplied does not meet the requirements
specification.

A63067.20

A

I

E1(Coeintied)

All documents shall be written in the Inglish language. All markings
aS the material shall meet the TequieTments of the applicable ASTh/ASE
tsandard listed in the specifications/schedule of prices and shall be
is the Englioh language.
witfte
or
All steel shall be protected during shipment to prevent dmage
deterioration nd shall meet the other conditions of this specification.

0

w--
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CAPITOL PIPE AND STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY SUPPLIER
AUDIT REPORT 83V-62

t.

INITODUCTION
On July 22, 1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission officially issued
zz sullecin 83-06: "Nonconforuing Materials Supplied by Tube-Line
Corporation facilities at Long Island City, Now York; Houston, Texas;
and Carol Stream, Illinois." This bulletin described conditions under
which nonconforming material ýad been supplied to the nuclear industry
and requested actions to be taken t•- t4er. holders.
These audits were conducted to verify thi extent of quality assurance
program implementation at various material manufacturers in Japan who
supplied carbon and stainless steel pipe fittings to the Tube-Line
Corporation who in turn supplied these to Capitol Pipe and Steel
Products Company which has various contracts with the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

11.

SCOPE
During July 18-27, 1983, suppliers (three companies) to Tube-Line were
audited jointly by Capitol Pipe and Steel Products Company (Capitol)
and the Tennessee Valley Authority to verify compliance with ASMZ
loller and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 121, 1971 Edition, Sumer
1973 Addenda, Subarticle NB-2600 (Wactt Bar), and 'Section 11I, 1974
Edition, Subarticle NIA-3700 (Betlefonte).
The suppliers listed below are material rnufacturars supplying the
following types of piping materials: 90 ella, 45 ella, tees,
reducing tees, and/or concentric reducers:
Wippon lenkan Kog~o Company, Ltd.! Yabuzuka Factory (Benkan Yabuzuka)
Stainless steel sittings welded vith filler metal; stainless steel
fittings welded without filler metal; stainless steel fittings,
soemalese; and carbon steel fittings.
Iippon lenkan Ko1fo Company, Ltd., Itiryu Factory (Ci'nkan Kiryu)
Carbon steel fictings.
7_dJ Acetylene Industra Company, Ltd., (Fuji) - Stainless steel
gittings welded with tiller metal.
Awoai Sanuyo K.K. (ASX)

- Carbon steel fittings.

The audits consisted of a review of each quality assurance program
description; review of documentation to verify compliance with the
description; evaluation of material traceability upon receipt, scoring
during processing, and preparation for shipping; and review of documen
tation including weld procedures and welder's qualifications and HDI
procedures and WDI personnel -ertifications as required relative to
Items furnished to TVA by Capitol from Tube-Line.
Z63222.01
Page 1 of 7
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a previous review of procurement practices by Tube-Line, it was
determined that the contract ASME requirements were not passed on to
these suppliers. TVA ordered ASH! material from Capitol who,
subsequently, ordered ASNZ material from Tube-Line (approved by
Capitol to manufacture carbon item. from its Long Island City, Now
York, facility and as an ASH! certified manufacturer (QSC-4j4, expires
June 1984) of stainless items at its Carol Stream, Illinois,
facility). Tube-Line ordered ASTh material from each of its vendors.
Prmi

111.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE AUDIT
Audit Team Members
C. MKnsel, TVA, Office of Quality 4surance, Design Quality
Assurance Branch (Team Leader)
t. VacCCrt, Capitol Pipe and Steel Products Company

1.

See Attachment A for the list of supplier contacts.

IT. &vALuArTONS
expires
DecembeT 1963) for carbon alloy and austenitic stainless steel pipe
fittings and MT Class 1, 2, and 3 (N-19969 expires January 1984)
tubular products welded with filler metal. With the exceptions of
amount of internal inspection, third party inspection, and material
cede stamping, the same quality assurance program is used for all
manfacturing regardless of requirements.

Seukan Tabucuka - Certified by the ASM! in 1977 (QSC-311,

The audit verified compliance with the quality assurrace manual, both
The
presently and during fabrication of items supplied to TVA.
for the
except
stainless
and
carbon
tor
sa
the
is
overall program
method of marking and depending upon whether or not welded pipe or
plate is involved as the base material. For stainless items welded
with filler metal,, a lot nmber is assigned and maintained throughout
processing to provide traceability. For carbon and stainless fittings
made from seamless or welded without filler metal pipe, the internal
lot nmber is stamped on sections of pipe prior to cutting. Finished
carbon items are die stampe4, and stainless items are etched with
standard information including nominal size, wall thickness, symbol
materials, and leankan bread. Special requirements for mi king
include, optionally, brand, manufacturing number, heat number, country
of origin, no coating, no marking, stencil, and/or primary coat. For
materials bcrughc to ASTh4, an internal lot number, rather than a mill
beat number, is used for material marking and this lot number is also
heat
requLred on tlhe benkan material test report as is the sill
number. If more than one heat is required, the internal lot number
According to
rmalns the same with a -1 suffix for the second heat.
previous information from review of the Tube-Line quality assurance
programs, Tube-Line requested no marking on carbon items. The
stainless items were shipped with internal lot numbers, and carbon
items were shipped with only "Japan" stemped on each item. Other
£lotrmatiee was remove by lenkafn prior to shipping.
Z63222.ol
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1er welded with filler metal stainless, a 1o0 book 'a maintained by
numbor
the welding material custodian to indicate date, quantity, heat
filler
for
traceability
providing
number,
of weld rod, and shop order
the work
netal. The welder indicates completion. of welding on
qualified in
are
welders
and
procedures
Weld
report.
instruction
accordance with Section IX of the ASH Code.
(IT) on stock
Unkan,performs 5-percent sanple radiography testing
Tube-Line
items and 130-percent RT on special icems; however,
Nondestructive
requested no RT on items which were shipped to TVA.
requirements.
ASNT-TC-1A
to
qualified
are
personnel
examination (NDE)
Tube-Line, and
by
requested
NDE
only
the
was
(PT)
testing
Dipenatrant
by qualified
documentation indicates 100-percenc PT was performed
personnel.
starting material test reports for stainless steel do
Ten of 15 sill
Menkan performed heat treatment on all
not indicate heat treatment.
was received by
finished stainless items; however, no documentation
Also,
Bekan.
by
performed
was
treatment
heat
Tube-Line to indicate
test
material
starting
if the stacting material was not heat treated,
rea
on
treatment
heat
of
Verification
data would not be valid.
Benkan and Tube-Line
materiel has been requested from Tube-Line.
heat treatment,
including
specified,
was
work
Senkan
stated that all
as being done.
certified
and
order
purchase
the
to
on en attachment
of this
copy
a
Tube-Line declined to provide the audit team vith
attachment.
material, except
Documentation for all stainless welded with filler
from
weld rod material test reports, %s reviewed and obtained
without
welded
and
seamless
for
lenkan. A sample of six line items
Document packages for these six line items
metal wes reviewed.
.filler
The additional documentation packages for pipe without
were obtained.
Documentation for
metal was requested and is to be submitted.
fille:
benkan.
from
obtained
all carbon wes reviewed end
TMdiscrepancies (comparing
After returning from these audits, some
MTn) were noted. No
Tube-Line
starting material MTl, lenkan MT1, and
wes received by
maLerial
the
after
material testing wve performed
cf results from
transfer
a
only
are
MrIs
Tube-Line
and
Benkan
eukaun.
to
requested
and
Tube-Line has been notifiel
the original MMts.
available.
provine any clarification
Rea~kan Ur~u - Certified by the AS£E in 1977 as a material
of carbon
anuficturer (9-1941, expired Kay 1980) for the manufacture
bends,
cetrn
(elbows,
fittings
and low alloy steel seamless pipe
tees," and reducers) and butt-welding fittings. This certificate
vi:h
expired and Benkan opted not to apply for renewal. basically,
inspector,
nuclear
authorized
no
and
inspection
on
emphasis
decreased
leckan Kiryu manufactures in accordance with the sane quality
assurance program approved by the ASMS.
both
The audit verified compliance with the quality assurance manual,
TVA.
to
supplied
presently and during fabrication of items
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7or traceability, an identification number is assigned and painted on
all length* of pipe recelved, transferred to cut pieces (where the
internal lot number is also added to the pieces), and cross-referenced
A manufacturing number, derived from the
on travelers and crates.
on the finished product (unless
stamped
is
number,
material lot
otherwise specified by customer) and included on Senkan MTR. Again,
Tube-Line requested no marking.
Beat treat was only required on one line item (tees) and is indicated
on documentation obtained during the audit. Addi.tionally, documknt
packages-including working report, process order report, material
test reports (both Benkan's and the maill's)-vere obtained for all
item manufactured at Liryu.
D3 ...:epancies with MT•s
Neeken Yabucuka).

for materials from Kiryu also were noted (see

Fujli - The quality assurance manual, revision 0, dated May 20, 1982,
and revision 1, dated February 2, 1983, was written subsequent to
manufacturing of the items (February and March 1981 and January and
February 1982) supplied to TVA.

The quality assurance manual does

set met the intent of AS)4 Code in the areas of quality assurance
involvement in qualification of vendors, drawing control, document
control, and quality assurance records.

¶nuring the audit,

it was

determined that the only procedures exisLing which would be applicable
during the manufacture of the items furnished to TVA were weld and
welder qualification procedures which were in compliance with Section
iX of the ASM Code and a WDN procedure for PT which was prepared
internally by the quality assurance manager who was not certified to
&my MX level. Although Tube-Line specified no RT was to be
performed, Fuji performed 100-percent iT for one lot of matevial and
30-percent IT for the other three lots. This was performed for
internal assurance; however, again, with no qualified Fuji NDE
personnel. During manufacture of these items, there were no qualified
WN personnel at Fuji (since that time, Fuji has begun subcontracting
level It and level LI! MDI work to a qualified vendor). Also, since
tbe audit, Tube-Line has stated verbally that Fuji did have quality
assurance procedures prior to its manual and that Capitol/TVA will be
provided copies ot translated procedures in effect at the time of
manufacture.

Current practices of traceability are adequate and in compliance with
the documented quality assurance program. Each plate is received from
the mill marked to denote size and heat number and Fuji color codes to
designate grade. The sill heat number on the plate is transferred to
individual shape.s after cutting, and the ite- description and Fuji
manufacturing numbers are added to the shape. Standard marking on
finished items is manufacturer's name, grade and type, size and
sehedule, manufacturing number, and heat number.
ielding red is issued to welder, by his chief, who maintains weld
filler metal controls. Veld filler metal hast number and person
performing welding are included on the job instruction to provide
Page 4 of 7
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on the job instruction'
traceabilLtY. Itepair welding is not recorded
which is attached to and
report
noncemnfrafers
it La tocumenzed with a
audit, a review of
the
During
meintained with the job instruction.
welds, but assurance
repair
any
the document packages did not indicate
and inadvertently
been uritten
was not evident that NCls had not
instruction.
separated from the job

metal H•Ts was requested
filler
A copy of each of the three weld
manager stated that Fuji does
assurance
during the audit. The quality
Fuji has
However, since the audit,
not desire to provide these.
to Capitol
supplied
information
agreed to supply these KTIs (verbal
from Tube-Line).
is performed by manufacturing
The receipt and process inspection
becoming involved at final
personnel with quality control inspectors
problem except lack of
a
present
inspection only. This does not
of heat numbers and heat number
abeolte assurance of proper transfer
control during manufacturing.
not becn made available to TVA/
All NTa for these materials have
have not been completed.
Capitol; therefore, NTR comparisons
was not written until June 1963.
Ave i - The quality assurance manual
a one volume specification manual
FI-ror to the manual, Avaji used
This specification
version.
Which was not available in an English
1983 in conjunction
May-June
in
volumes
manual yes expanded to three
This action was
manual.
assurance
with the writing of the quality
Standards
Industrial
Japanese
necessitated by a review by the
This manual
approval.
JIS
1972
Aveji's
of
Committee (JIS) for renewal
Code requirements.
does not properly address ASMZ
to an internal mill specification
All rev materials were purchased
Material traceability once
auditors.
which was not available to the
could not be verified by the
rafw mterial begins to be -rocessed
were noticed
auditors. Unidentified bins of materials/items items segregated in
unidentified
throughout the facility, including
items in the shipping area.
the nonconformance area and unidentified
with maintaining traceability
Aweai stated that there was no problem
on a "production schedule,"
because each lot of items was identified
on this schedule and
found
be
and anything not identified could
This was not evident to the
numbers.
heat
identified back to original
one heat was used for completing
auditors, especially since more than
contained more than one
an order. Also, the "production schedule"
system open for
traceability
the
made
heat of a particular item. This
question.
assurance manual which do
asic discrepancies exist with the quality
items are produced to
ensure
to
necessary
not provide quality controls
lack of involvement by quality
a quality program. These include
document controls, qualification
personnel in inspection activities,
materials/'tems.
and selection of vendots, and nonconforming
Discrepancies with KTRts
Senkan Yabuzuka).

(see
for materials from Awaji also were noted
Z63222.01
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Code
Tube-Lime procurement documents did not properly specify ASM
for
applied
not
were
controls
adequate
tiereforet
quality requirements;
the
known
suppliers
those items. The auditors feel that had these
would ha"
requirements and application, only Benkar would have bid and
qualifyin;
of
method
Tube-Line's
provided unquestionable material.
was
their suppliers must be questioned. The Avaji audit by Tube-Line
existing
(no
procedures
performed with no translated version of the
supplied
quality assurance manual). Same of the material obviously was
(probably
suppliers
its
at
or
Tube-Line
at
either
from stock material
Tube-Line stock since it was not evident at any of the manufacturers
that they stocked any significant amount of finished parts).
OW

Vt.* AUDIT FtLX

the documents compiled during this audit have been assembled in an
audit ecords folder located in the Design Quality Assurance Branch
The contents of this folder include memorandums, handvritten
flies.
motes, quality assurance manuals, material test reports, fabrication
and inspection records, company brochures, a copy of this report, and
cheeklists used in conducting the audit.

VII,.ATTACM=S?
A.

1

Supplier Contacts.

.

163222.01
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ATTACIRCUT A

lulier Contacts
Nippon Benkan Kogyo Company,

Ltd.,. Tabuzuka factory

Second Section (Tokyo)
Sueaki Hayashida, Chief, Export Department,
Nltsuo Isoda, Division Manager
Kunio Umemura, Chief of Quality Assurance
Department (Tokyo)
Masasuke Watanabe, Manager, Overseas

fankan
Nippon

Kogyo Company,

Ltd.,

Kityu Factory

Masao Arai, Quality Assurance Section
Manager
Yoahiro Kanob, Deputy Division
Miyazu, Division Manager
iLjL
Engineering Section
Kinpei Takakusali, Assistant Chief,
Section
Iveo Yoshida, Chief, Quality Assurance
(Tokyo)
Department
Overseas
Masasuke Watanabe, Manager,
Ltd.
Fuji Acetylene Industry Company,
Manager
tasatoshi Ashikava, Quality Assurance
Section
Assurance
Quality
Tase Ids,
Sales Manager
Kasuhito Mochizuki, Assistant
Department
Sales
Kenichi •ochizuki, Chief,
Manager
Tautomu Suzuki, Manufacturiul
Kiyoshi Mochisuki, President
(Taikyo Sangy- Co., Ltd., Tokyo)
Tautmau Obtako, General Manager
(Taikyo Sangyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo)
Shinichi Iaai, Assistant Manager

Avaji Sang0o I.&.
(Tokyo)
Lade Ivakami, Director Sales Department
Department
Engineering
Manager,
Director
Tekuichi Kataysma,
liji Rio, President
Mitsushi MiD, V+.ce President
Takahiko MiD, Director
Manufacturing
Ksuibko Sakai, Assistant Manager,

Z63212.01
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Quality Assurance Inspection System
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We certify this is a true report of results obtained
from our tests of this material.
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